Introduction
Twisted cyclic (co-)homology arises in the studies of cyclic (co-)homology of crossed products of algebras. It involves an automorphism of the algebra and differs from the ordinary cyclic (co-)homology by the face and cyclic operators which contain the action of automorphism.
This twisted theory appeared implicitly in [2, 23] and in particular in [ll] as (co-)homology of r-cyclic modules. In this paper we develop the bivariant twisted cyclic theory of algebras and focus on its application to the bivariant cyclic theory of crossed products. As a consequence, we obtain the spectral sequences of bivariant cyclic theory of crossed products and the six-term exact sequences of periodic bivariant cyclic theory for certain groups acting on trees. This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we use twisted double complexes to define the bivariant twisted cyclic theory of algebras with automorphisms.
n. Gong (1) the sizes of double complexes depend on the order of the automorphism, (2) the face operator dj{ and cyclic operator t,, arc related to the automorphism. t,, no longer satisfies t:: + ' = Id. Although there are these differences, the twisted double complexes fit quite well in the general frame of usual double complexes [ 17.201. We can adapt the definition of Jones and Kassel's bivariant cyclic theory to the twisted case. Since the nice properties of the face and cyclic operators are crucial to derive the main results of bivariant cyclic theory. such as product operation and excision property and so on. we have to check these results for bivariant twisted cyclic theory. For the proof of the main theorems, we verify in Section 3 the excision property of bivariant twisted cyclic theory by modifying Wodzicki's method in the ordinary case [31, 32] . We have not yet worked out all the properties of bivariant twisted cyclic theory. In particular, we do not know the Chern character from certain 'twisted K-theory' to the twisted cyclic theory. even though there is a notion 'twisted K-theory' available [ 131. In Section 4 we USC the bivariant twisted cyclic theory to obtain the spectral sequences of bivariant cyclic theory of crossed products. which generalize that of Brylinski (21 and Feigin and Tsygan
[ll] for cyclic homology. The spectral scquenccs would enable us to analyze the bivariant cyclic theory of crossed products by the information of much easier bivariant twisted theory; for instance. see [ 12, 301 for the spectral sequence method in the computation of cyclic homology and K-theory. Finally we apply the twisted theory in Section 5 to the crossed products by discrete groups acting on trees and get the six-term exact sequences of periodic bivariant cyclic theory. Our results can also be considered as the generalization of those in [23] to the nonunital and bivariant cases. After completing this paper. we got the preprint [24] . The twisted modules here are called quasi-cyclic modules in [24] . Throughout we work with the discrete case. i.e., without concern with topology on algebras.
The continuous cast is postponed to the subsequent paper [16] . The discussion here also motivated us to consider equivariant cyclic (co-)homology [14, 151, which is related to the Novikov conjecture [8, 9, 19. 281.
Twisted cyclic theory
Throughout WC assume that K is a field of characteristic zero and all K-algebras are associative. We begin with two basic examples of K-modules. (2)
One can directly check the following identities: 
t,, [ &I 3 g, 3 .
1 &I = k'g,,, g,,, . . -g,,-,I
(10) Definition 3. Let X be the category of K-modules. {X,,}t=,, C % is called a twisted cyclic K-module if for any n 2 0 there are d:, : X,, + X,,_, , 0 i i 5 n and t,, : X,, + X,, satisfying the identities (3)-(4).
The cyclic operator t = {t,,} is said to be of finite order if there is an integer m > 0 such that t:~"'+') = Id for all n 2 0.
Otherwise,
t is of infinite order. In particular, we give the following definition. (2) If u and /3 are identity maps, then the bivariant twisted cyclic theory is the bivariant cyclic theory of algebras developed by Jones and Kassel [17, 20] .
Excision property
In this section we discuss the excision property of bivariant twisted cyclic theory which will be used in the next sections. Wodzicki has proved that there is a long exact sequence of cyclic homology associated with a pure extension of algebras provided ~4 is H-unital [31, 32] . This fundamental excision theorem is extended to the bivariant case by Kassel [20] and is important in constructing the bivariant Chern character [20, 29] . We now extend this excision theorem to the bivariant twisted case. To this aim, let us introduce the notion of twisted H-unitality which is crucial for the excision of bivariant twisted cyclic theory. is an exact sequence [32] Proposition 8. 
d is projective, then there is a long exact sequence
Proof. The proof is divided into several steps.
Step 1 The differential dy,,, acts on these two kinds of elements as follows.
. . 3 qk,)? %,+,,) .
To analyze {El', *, dt *}, we use the following complexes Then the inclusion i, induces an isomorphism in %-homology, i.e., H,(k,, b) =
H,(&!+(a,), b). The proof is similar to
Step 1 (see also [32] ). So we only indicate the main points.
Note that an element (e,,, e,, . . . , e,,) E %\(a,) is in l?,, iff at least one e, E &.
Filter the complex {l?,, b} by F,&,+<, = Span{(e,,, e,, . . . , e,,+y) E %ity(az): at least 9 + 1 e,'s E &}.
The ii, -terms of the spectral sequence associated with this filtration are _ 0 E ,,.r, = Span{(e,j3 e, 3 . . . 3 ep+y ) E Ed,,: only 4 + 1 e,'s E a} . (14) and (15) are equal.
Step 3 is complete.
Step 4 (16) is exact by the 3 x 3-Lemma [22] . 
Spectral sequences
In this section we use the bivariant twisted cyclic theory to obtain the spectral sequences of bivariant cyclic theory of crossed products of algebras. These ) is a twisted cyclic module as we construct it below. This is the place where the twisted cyclic modules play an important role.
Let h E (g).
Using the notations in Section 2, we define E' (ti, g, (g), h) to be the tensor product of two twisted cyclic modules &b (ah) and ((a,,, 
If we define a G,7-action on Eb (&, G, (g), h) by then in view of Examples 1 and 2 in Section 2, Eh (ti, G, (g), h) is a twisted cyclic module with t::" = h. The 'covering' map 7~ : E' (~4, G, (g), h)* Bk (xl, G, (g)) is defined by

It is straightforward to check that rdj, = d:,r, rt,, = t,,rr, d:,h, = h,d;, and t,,h, = h,t,,, h, E G,,, and that r factors through G,, to give an isomorphism from E'(J& G, (g), h)iG,, onto B'(d G, (g>). With the above preliminary
we can state the main theorem.
Theorem
Let A! and G be us ubove, 3 be a K-ulgebru. Suppose that for each g E G .PI with automorphism CY~ is twisted H-unital.
( of the normalizers N, with coefficients in twisted cyclic homology for any g E G. Here we express the E'-terms of the spectral sequences in terms of hyperhomology of the centralizers G, with coefficients in twisted cyclic theory only for g E G with ord( g) < x, since there is no general relation between Cannes and Jones-Kassel bivariant cyclic theories [6, 171 available at the moment. See [17] for the relation about negative cyclic homology.
1) If .& is K-projective, then
Let us point out that the spectral sequences were derived in [23] only for the identity element of G.
The proof of the theorem consists of several lemmas
Lemma 12. Let G' C G be a subgroup such that h E G', and let (h)' be the conjugacy class of h in G'. Then with the assumptions of Theorem 10, (1) the inclusion i, : Eb (&!, G', (h)', h)iG~,-+ Et (d, G, (g), h)iGj, induces isomorphisms in Hochschild and cyclic homologies; (2) the projection P, : Eb (&, G', (h)', h)lG;l+ ~4'(cx,,)/G~, induced by P,
P((% ", 1 . .~~,,>~[go...~~g,,l)=(~,,,~,,...,a,,),
gives isomorphisms in Hochschild and cyclic homologies.
Proof. When & is unital, this lemma is proved in [ll, 231. We include a proof
here for the nonunital case by using the excision property in Section 3.
Let &z + be the algebra obtained by adjoining an identity to ~4. G acts on ti + by g(a, A) = (ga, A). Consider the commutative diagram
The second and third vertical maps P, induce isomorphisms in Bar and Xhomologies by the results for the unital case. Since each row is exact, the Five Lemma and the long exact sequences of Bar and %-homologies show that the first vertical map P, also induces isomorphisms in Bar and X-homologies. In the following commutative diagram
the inclusion i, induces isomorphisms in Bar and X-homologies by the excision property in Section 3, and the second vertical map P, gives isomorphisms in Bar and Z-homologies as shown above. Hence, the first vertical map P, induces isomorphisms in Bar and X-homologies. The exactly same argument shows that
P,:E~(~,G,(g),h)~~ii(ah) 1
a so induces isomorphisms in Bar and Xhomologies. Now using the spectral sequences for Bar and X-homologies [23] and the mapping theorem [22] ,
one concludes that Eq (d, G', (h)', h)/GL, Eh (cd, G, (g), h)/GL and tih ((Y~)/G~, have isomorphic
Bar and X-homologies. To prove the lemma, we now use the following commutative diagram Thus, we see that this spectral sequence degenerates at the E'-terms. On the other hand, the El-terms of the spectral sequence corresponding to the filtration by columns are ~HH"+Y(X*,*)2HHp+q(~t((ar)lG,s, %b ) .
Step 2. Note that by definition, for g E G with ord(g) < x, the map i, : T"' (.d (a,) )/G, -+ T,(dh (a,)lG,) commutes with S and induces an isomorphism in homology. Lemma 4.5 [17] yields
), T,(s' )))) .
As in
Step 1, let X*.* be the double complex Both spectral sequences corresponding to the filtrations of X*.* by rows and columns converge to ,*(X*'*).
Using the fact that T,(g' )))) .
Then using the same argument as above, one gets the results of part (2) of Lemma 15.
Step 3. We now have = H_,(Hom(.Ker(S, B4 ). Ker(S, SS?' (a,)iG,))) = fL(HomK,,sJ( K, Hom(Ker(S, 9' ), Ker(S, ~4~ (a,))))) .
The same argument as in Steps 1 and 2 shows that the similar results of Parts (1) and (2) 
Six-term exact sequences for groups acting on trees
We will show in this section the six-term exact sequences of bivariant periodic cyclic theory of crossed products by certain groups acting on trees, which are the analogue of Pimsner's theorem for KK-theory [25] . These six-term exact sequences relate the bivariant cyclic theory of the whole crossed product to that of crossed products by subgroups acting on vertices and edges of the tree. Thus, the twisted cyclic theory may provide a convenient tool to investigate this special case. The result here can be also considered as a generalization of that in [23] to the bivariant case. In [23] the group G acting on a tree W has a tree as fundamental domain.
We get the result without this assumption. But we need another condition on G, which is also necessary for Theorem 2.8 [23] according to the proof in [23] . We do not know how to relax this condition at the moment. The condition we pose on G is satisfied by most groups, in particular free groups. Let G act on a tree W without inversion [27] . Denote by W" and W' the sets of vertices and edges of W, respectively.
Let W"+ be the subset of all positively oriented edges, and G,, (resp. G?) be the stabilizers of p E W" (resp. y E W'). Recall that the graph of groups (G, Z) is defined by G,, and G,. for p E C" and y E 2' ' with homomorphisms [27] given by a,,(s) = ui'gu?,, c?(g) = g. Then G is isomorphic to the fundamental group r(G, 2, T') of (G, 2) by the map @ : G,,+ G such that @(g,,) = u,., and W is isomorphic to the tree @(G, 2, T') via the map q defined by p( gX) = @( s)jx and 'J'( gY) = @( s)jY. Note that o, and r? induces the homomorphisms and + $ HC*(93, SI x, G,,).
To analyze (17) , let us decompose ( G) into three parts ( G), , i = 1,2,3. An
Conj( U,j,,tI G,,) = U,l,l,, {xg,,x-': g, E G,,, x E G} and e is the identity of G;
if (g) = (g,) for some g, E UpE1~~G,,. Proof. The proof is divided into several steps.
Step 1. Let (g) E (G) ,, g # e. The definition of (G), shows that G, acts freely on W. Thus G, is a free group [27] . 
Step 3. Since T,(E' (d, G,, (g>, g> /Cd) @K,,vxl K+ TAB' Cd, (3, (g))) is an S-map and induces an isomorphism in homology, it follows from (30) Hence, if for each g with (g) E (G)?, NK has finite homological dimension over K, then S is nilpotent for ( G) z by Proposition 2.9 [23] . The condition about ( G) z in Theorem 17 is satisfied for this case. (2) As the referee pointed out, the projectivity condition on K-algebras might be removed.
since K is assumed to be a field.
We close this section with the following example. g'E G'} x (0)) and ({g'Gl.(g')-': g'E G'} x (0)). Let g' be in some nontrivial G :, . Then ((g', 1)) E ( G) 2.
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